
Suggested Summer 2022 Reading List

Children’s

Clarke, Maxine Beneda. When we say black lives matter. Black parents explain the meaning of the expression “black

lives matter” to their child. Ages 6-9

Locke, Katherine. What are your words? A book about pronouns. An introduction to gender-inclusive pronouns. Ages

4-8

Love, Jessica. Julian is a mermaid. After seeing 3 mermaids on the subway, Julian decides he wants to be a mermaid. But

what will his abuela think? A story of individuality and unconditional love. Ages 4-8

Reynolds, Peter. H. Our table. A young girl laments the loss of her family gathering at the dinner table and sharing about

their lives. So, she comes up with an idea to draw them back together. Ages 4-8

Youth

Akers, Daneen. Holy troublemakers and unconventional saints. Stories of people from different faiths and eras working

for love and justice around the world even when it rocked religious boats. Includes Anne Hutchinson, Fred Rogers, Rabbi

Regina Jonas (first female rabbi), Thich Nhat Hanh, Waagari Maatha (Nobel Peace Prize recipient who started the Green

Belt Movement and helped plant 51+ million trees in Kenya), Bayard Rutin (gay American Quaker active in the civil rights

movement of 1960s), and Maryam Molkara (Iranian Muslim transgender rights advocate).

Mardell, Ashley. The ABC’s of LGBT+. A guide to help people questioning their own identity and those seeking

understanding of the many, varied identities that exist.

Adult

Clarke, Janet. What’s happened to my church, South Church Andover, UCC? Individuals change within a community of

faith, Changing the Church, evangelical to progressive. The master’s thesis of church member Janet Clarke, this tells of

the faith journey of an individual and a congregation from 1980-2021 and the many changes within the church that have

taken place as a result of that faith journey.

Goodall, Jane. The book of hope. Goodall discusses her 4 reasons for hope, as well as how to stay hopeful during trying

times (climate crisis, pandemic, loss of biodiversity, political upheaval), cultivating hope in children, and the relationship

between hope and action.

Kuklin, Susan. No choirboy; murder, violence, and teenagers on Death Row. Teenagers in American prisons tell their

stories about their lives in prison and share their thoughts and feelings about how they ended up there.

Nhat Hanh, Thich. Zen and the art of saving the planet. With inspiring meditations, Zen stories, and personal

experiences, Nhat Hanh tells how to gain strength and clarity to create a world where all life is respected.


